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ZERO-G 2022                                

  

Cantabile (Singing):  

  

* Karoke file should be in mp3 format.   

* Time limit: 5 mins for solo singing.   

* Band: Min 5 members and max 10 members.   

* Band set-up time: 10 mins.   

* Band Play time limit: 15 mins.   

* Exposing vulgarity or obscene words in tracks leads to disqualification.   

* The decision of the judges will be final.   

  

Tersphichore(Dance):  

* Music file should be in mp3 format.   

* Time limit: 3 - 4 mins.   

* Group dance: 4-12 members per team.   

* Max of 2 teams per college.   

* Lighting of candles or matches on the stage is not allowed.   

* Obscene words in tracks and vulgar steps are prohibited.   

* Mixed gender performances are not allowed.(Except crew)  

* The decision of the judges will be final.   



  

  

 

  

                                   Vogue-Walk (Fashion Show): 

* Participants should bring their own properties.  

* There is no restriction on theme.  

*   A team should contain minimum of 6 models(apart from designers).    

* The team members can be from the same or different institution.                

* Each team will be allotted a time slot of 5-7 minutes for the onstage                      

performance.  

* Teams will have to bring their music file in mp3 format.  

* Vulgar acts like holding cigarette and alcohol are prohibited.  

* The decision of the judges will be final.  

 

  

                      Charade (Mime): 

*There is no restriction on team size.   

* Time limit: 10-20 mins.   

* Exposing vulgarity or obscene words lead to disqualification.   

* The decision of the judges will be final.   

  

Pictorialism (Photography) : 

* Photo must be submitted in JPEG format.   

* Only one photo per person.   

* Downloaded or edited photos will be rejected.   



  

  

 

  

* Photos that include inappropriate / offensive content or environmental                 

violation will be rejected.                                                                     

* Only paper will be provided.   

* The decision of the judges will be final. 

 

                 Elocution(Speech):  

Time limit: 5 mins.  

* Topics will be given before 5 minutes.  

* Language options: Tamil or English. 

* The decision of the judges will be final.  

 

                                        Lampoon(Drawing) :  

* Time limit:2 hours.  

* Paper will be provided. 

* Theme will be provided on the spot.  

* The decision of the judges will be final.  

 

                                                   

                                           Poetry(Scribbles):  

* Time limit: 1hour.  

* Language options: Tamil or English.  

* Topics will be given on the spot.  



  

  

 

  

* Paper will be provided.  

* The decision of the judges will be final.  

 

                                      Loop screen (Short Film):  

*Can be in any language.   

*Subtitles are must.   

* Maximum Duration of the film: 20 mins.   

* Vulgarity or Obscene words lead to disqualification.   

* The decision of the judges will be final.   

 

 

 

                               Maquillage (Face painting):  

* Time limit: 1 hour.   

* A team of maximum two members.   

* Participants should bring their own materials.   

* The decision of the judges will be final.   

   

  

  

 

 



  

  

 

  

NOTES  

* Only college students are allowed    

  * College ID card is must.   

* Accommodation is free.   

* Main Event – Rs 250 / event(+ Rs 50 for fun games, if needed).   

* Food – Rs 100 / head (for a day).   

  

CONTACT (STUDENT COORDINATOR):   

• Chidanand M - +91 8608815586, thiyakarajan01@gmail.com  

• Srinivasa perumal R- +91 7904094448, seenu.sr006@gmail.com  

• Dharanesh P - +91 7418978914, rithudharanesh@gmail.com  


